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12 IDEAS ON FRACTIONS
Fractions – easy to understand for some children, challenging for others. Here we share
several ideas on how to teach fractions outdoors, where children can enjoy fun, movement
and perhaps get better understanding of the topic. You will need very little tools since you
will find many things right on the site. Get inspired and choose the ideas that work best for
you and your class!

1. FRACTION – FRACTIONS
THE WHOLE
Dividing twigs is good for the very
beginning – it helps children to
understand what fractions are. They
will try in practice how the whole
– a twig – breaks into parts, such as two
halves.

2. COLORED STICKS
The pupils (alone or in small groups) try
to mark the most common fractions on
sticks. The measurement can be done
with a measuring tape, ruler or a piece
of string. Colored sticks can be used as
a riddle: each pupil, pair or group picks
one stick and tries to tell what fractions
are marked on it.

3. DIVIDING ON THE
GROUND
First, the children draw large chalk
circles on the ground. They can use
a string to make a nice regular circle.
Then they find long sticks and together
we try to figure out how to divide the
circle into halves, quarters, thirds etc.
by putting down the sticks.

If we have some longer ropes, we can
use them to make the circles instead of
drawing with chalk. That allows us to
do the activity on the grass, snow or
anywhere else. We can divide the ropes
into 12 parts of the same length (by
knots or a marker), it is then easier for
the children to find a third, a sixth etc.
TIP: You can also try to divide other
shapes such as squares, rectangles,
triangles etc.

4. JUMPING WITH
FRACTIONS
When we have practiced the particular
fractions in previous activities, we can
play a game to get some move and
refreshment. Each pupil (or a group)
has a circle divided into segments, e. g.
two quarters, one third and one sixths.
Then the teacher or somebody else
gives tasks: "Jump in 1/3", "Jump in
1/2", "Jump in 1/6" etc.

5. PIZZERIA
To let children experience fractions
more playfully, we can open an
outdoor pizzeria. The children can
work in groups or alone. First, they
need to cut five round pieces of
cardboard – that will be the pizzas.
Then they cut the circles to get:
two halves
three thirds
four quarters
five fifths
six sixths
eight eighths

The dividing itself is a challenge for the
children and a way to get better
understanding of fractions. We suggest
that the teacher helps only a little and
rather lets the pupils try and explore,
so they experience the joy of their
discoveries and successes.
Then each group/individual prepares
a „menu“ – one or two pizzas
composed of various segments. They
can decorate each segment with
natural products from the
surroundings. Then there is
a „degustation“ when all the pizzas are
displayed and the pupils try to tell the
fractions the circles are composed of.
TIP:
If you do not have a cardboard or
enough time, you can simply draw
chalk circles on the ground. The task is
to divide them into some of the given
fractions (1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6) and
decorate them. Everybody then walks
by all the pizzas and tries to tell what
parts they are composed of.

6. FRACTIONS IN JARS
We need transparent jars (6–10 for
each group) and water or sand. The
task is to get jars filled to 1, 1/2, 1/3,
1/4, 1/6 and 1/8. If we use water, it is
good to color it with soil, turmeric, red
cabbage juice or similar. It is then
easier for children to work with it.
Finally, the groups show each other
their results and share how
easy / difficult it was to get the
particular fractions. Did all the groups
use the same steps? What fraction was
the most difficult to get and why?

If you work with older pupils, you can
also try working with additions, for
example with the problem of making
5/6. This fraction can be split to 4/6
(=2/3) and 1/6 or 3/6 and 2/6, made in
separate jars and summed up
subsequently. To verify if we made 5/6
correctly, we can make 1/6 and add it
to the 5/6 – we should get a full jar.

7. FRACTIONS ON CLOCKS
Fractions can by also learned and
trained with clocks. We make
a sample clock dial of cardboard, two
sticks can be used as the hands. The
pupils make their own dials using
a rope or drawing with chalk. Then we
mark together a half of an hour,
a third, a quarter etc. Furthermore we
can calculate how many minutes
that is.
When the children understand this
part, we can move on to games:
Variant 1: The pupils move within
a pre-agreed area. The teacher says
how many minutes each one
represents (e. g. 10 minutes, 20
minutes, 15 minutes or 5 minutes...)
The task for the children is to make
groups exactly one hour in length. It
does not matter if some of the groups
are not complete – they just try to say
how many minutes are missing.
Variant 2: We place cards with signs
5, 10, 15, 20, 30 minutes within the
distance of visibility. The children are
staying in the middle. The teacher
gives tasks as "Run to the half of an
hour; quarter of an hour; sixth of an
hour... etc."

8. WRITING FRACTIONS
ON THE GROUND
Why to write fractions only on
a paper? You can write the problems
from a textbook on a sidewalk, tiles,
stairs... It can make the task
uncommon and interesting. Pupils can
prepare tasks for each other.

9. FRACTIONS FOR SNACK
Is it time for a snack? Great, that is
a good opportunity to exercise
fractions in practice! The task can be
as simple as this: everyone divides his
or her snack in parts and in pairs they
try to tell what fractions those are.

10. TWELVE OBJECTS
We let the children find 12 different
natural products and place them in
a visible place. The task for the
children is to tell what fraction
consists of living and non-living
objects, objects of a given color, shape
or material etc.
You can of course add or take away
some objects to modify the task.

11. THE FRACTIONS FAMILY
A creative rest activity the children
themselves came up with. They
started to color pebbles, marking
a half, a third, a quarter etc. Finally we
had a whole family of fractions –
mum, dad and children of different
ages...

12. FRACTIONS
YEAR-ROUND
When children understand the basics
of fractions, we can work with them
in various topics and environments
throughout the school year. Snow even
allows us to divide 3D shapes!

You can find more photos at https://ucimesevenku.cz/14-her-se-zlomky-venku/
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